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We have mastered the balance of bringing you latest techniques in beauty care,
most diverse laser technologies and skilled service providers in a modern and
welcoming environment. While we pride ourselves on providing luxury services,
our dedication to client experience is what separates us from our competitors.
After all, the support of our clients is the foundation of our success. We are
committed to continually improving and refining our services, while researching
the latest advances and innovations in the cosmetic field. This enables us to the
most comprehensive skin rejuvenation treatments and advanced skin care
available in today’s market. We are committed in providing the highest standard of
care to our clients and do so with confidence.

Welcome - 
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hair 
salon - 

HAIRCUT
Women's Hair Cut
Men's Hair Cut
Boy's Cut
Girl's Cut

Blo Out
Up Do
Hair Treatment
Olaplex
Keratin Treatment
Perms

 

COLOUR
Root Touch Up 
Full Colour 
Partial Hilights 
Full Hilights
Balayage
Colour Correction 

 
from $85 
from $50 
from $30 
from $45

from $50 
from $75 
from $40 
from $40 
from $300
from $150

 
 

 
from $100 
from $140
from $155 
from $175
from $250
upon consultation  

be good to your skin, you will wear
it for the rest of your life 

#fo
re

ver _ young_yeg
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keratin 
hair treatment-

Keratin is a protein and the major component in
skin, hair and nails. In fact, the hair strand is
comprised of up to 95% of Keratin hair proteins.
Keratin acts both as an external protective protein
in the cuticle and as an internal structural protein
in the cortex. Keratin smoothing treatment
smooths and softens, strengthens, add shine,
repairs split ends, cuts drying time in half and and
allows for wash and wear hair.

pricing upon consultation

#fo
re

ver _ young_yeg

You're never too old to
become younger."
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great lengths hair
extensions -

Be charmed by infinite possibilities, vitality, love
for life and a healthy dose of self-confidence:
Thanks to Great Lengths nowadays anybody can
enhance their appearance with the highest quality
strands of real hair for top level hair extensions
and thickening. Hair, wonderfully enhanced with
extensions by Great Lengths- the most recognized
hair extension brand in the world.

pricing upon consultation

#fo
re

ver _ young_yeg
Healthy skin is a reflection of
overall wellness.



book a consultation 
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waxing-
Face
Brows
Upper Lip
Chin
Sides Of Face
Full Face
Body Area
Underarms
Stomach
Chest & Stomach
Lower Back
Upper Back
Full Back
Shoulder's

$15
$15 
$16
$16 
$50

$20
$35
$65
$30 
$35 
$65 
$25

$30
$25
$40 
$35
$40 
$70 
$35
$50
$75 
$30 
$10 
$15 

Upper Arm
Lower Arm
Full Arm
Lower Leg
Upper Leg
Full Leg 
Bikini Line
Extended Bikini 
Full Brazilian
Buttocks 
Feet/Hands
Navel  

make time for your skin



THREADING
Brows $15 | Upper Lip $10 | Chin $16 | Sides $16 | Full Face $45
Threading at its core, is all about precision. Brow shaping is by far one of our
most requested services for both men and women. Our skilled and professional
service providers have mastered their technique to provide you with the perfect
brow shape.
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brow and lash
enhancement- 

#fo
re

ver_ young_yeg skincare if my foundation BROW TINT
10 minute | $16
Brow tinting treatment will last 3-5 weeks and
will enhance your brows, making them fuller
and more defined.

LASH TINT
15 minute | $35
Lash tinting treatment will last 3-5 weeks and
will intensify your lash line, make your lashes
darker and bring out the colour and depth of
your eyes.



BROW MAPPING 
45 minutes $55 | with tint $90 - on sale $70 
Brow tinting treatment will last 3-5 weeks and will enhance your
brows, making them fuller and more defined.
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brow and lash
enhancement- 

#fo
re

ver_ young_yeg 

BROW LAMINATION 
60 minute $85 | add brow tint $16
If you have unruly, flat or downward growing hairs eyebrow
lamination can change the direction of growth to create a more
uniform look with a higher arch and a more desirable brow
shape for up to 6 weeks.

LASH LIFT
60 minute | $80
Lash lifting is a new generation lash perm that creates a
dramatic curl using your natural lashes. The lash lift will last 4-
8 weeks and is very low maintenance. We recommend this
service for our clients who have naturally long and full lashes
for the most optimal result, or using Eyenvy or Latiasse to help
lengthen and thicken your natural lashes. Perfect for clients
looking for a natural, low maintenance look. Combine an
eyelash tint to darken and add more drama to your already
curled lashes.

skincare if my foundation



skincare is essential,

makeup is a choice
Lash Extensions are a glamorous new way to extend the length and thickness
of natural eyelashes, and are a practical, convenient and beautiful
alternative to the daily use of mascara. Unlike decades-old, traditional false
lashes, lash extensions are the first innovation in lash lengthening that can
be worn daily, without nightly removal and no damage to the natural lash.
Because each tapered, synthetic lash is bonded to a single natural lash, the
final result is of effortless glamour and difficult to detect even close up and
completely customizable.  

p a g e  8  
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lash 
extensions- 



skincare is essential,

makeup is a choice

CLASSIC LASH
Full Set 120 minute $150 | Fills from $80-$100
Classic will give you that perfect mascara look. 

HYBRID LASH
Full Set 130 minute $180 | Fills from $90-$120
Hybrid will give you a  textured lash.

VOLUME LASH
Full Set 150 minute $210 | Fills from $110-$130
Volume will give you a fluffy and more dramatic lash. 

MEGA VOLUME LASH 
Full Set 150 minute $250 | Fills from $140-$170
Mega will give you the most dramatic  lash. 

WET LASH-NEW SERVICE 
Full Set 145 minute $210 | book new set every 4 weeks 

What sets wet-look lashes apart from traditional volume lashes, or classic
lashes? Wet-look lashes are achieved by applying volume lashes (super fine
eyelash extension fibers) without fanning them out (or very little). Depending
on the lash weight used and the strength of your natural lashes, we’ll pick up
anywhere between 3-8 lashes, and apply them to a single natural eyelash
without fanning. It gives a glossier and more heavily textured finish and
gives the illusion of wetness – adding an extra level of drama to your eyes. In
contrast, traditional volume lashes focus on creating a fuller, more
voluminous look without the added shine, and feel and look 

p a g e  9  
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lash 
extensions- 

https://urbanbrows.com/eyelash-services/volume-lashes


MANICURE
45 minute | $60
Nails will be filled to the shape you desire, followed by cuticle
detailing and nail smoothing. Following this, we will perform a
tension relieving hand and arm massage and to finish your nails
will be polished to perfection.

LUXURY MANICURE WITH PARAFFIN DIP
60 minute | $75
Enjoy the benefits of a classic manicure while pairing an
invigorating sugar scrub to exfoliate dry surface skin and to finish
with a nourishing paraffin dip to smooth-soften the skin and lock in
your moisture.

#fo
re

ver_ young_yeg 

HOT STONE MANICURE
60 minute | $70
Enjoy the benefits of a classic manicure while incorporating a hot stone
massage. The heat from the hot stones allows for deeper muscle and tissue
relaxation, your skin will be smoother and your nails will be nourished and
polished to perfection.

REFLEXOLOGY MANICURE 
60 minute | $85
Enjoy the benefits of a classic manicure while incorporating reflexology. By
stimulating these reflexes with pressure and manipulation, nerve function
and blood supply may be improved, which may alleviate stress and other
health problems.

p a g e  1 0  

hand and feet
care- 

beautiful skin requires
commitment, not a miracle



CLASSIC PEDICURE
60 minute | $75
An aroma soak, nail shaping, cuticle clean-up, callus removal, foot
pumice, exfoliating sugar scrub, stimulating tension relieving foot
and leg massage, and to finish polish.

LUXURY PEDICURE WITH PARAFFIN DIP
75 minute | $95
Enjoy the benefits of a classic pedicure paired with a luxurious
butter masque. Sit back and enjoy your extended arm and hand
massage while your feet soak in warm paraffin to lock in the
moisture.

p a g e  1 1  HOT STONE PEDICURE
60 minute | $90
Enjoy the benefits of a classic pedicure while incorporating a hot stone
massage. The heat from the hot stones allows for deeper muscle and tissue
relaxation, your skin will be smoother and nourished to perfection.

REFLEXOLOGY PEDICURE 
60 minute | $105
Reflexology Pedicure Starting with an epsom salt bath soak to promote relaxation by
easing any aches or pains, reduces inflammation, exfoliates your skin, and lastly
removes any odour. The Epson salts remove toxins and heavy metals from over 2000
sweat glands inside your feet. A pressure point reflexology massage incorporated with
a classic pedicure is overall an ideal treatment. By stimulating these reflexes with
pressure and manipulation this pedicure revitalizes nerve function, can relieve
migraines/headaches, reduces stress, relieves symptoms of sleeping disorders,
improves circulation, increases energy levels, and even relives planter fasciitis
symptoms.

#fo
re

ver _ young_yeghand and feet
care- 

healthy skin begins within



Advanced Pedicure
75 min | $90
If you have any concerns at all with your feet, then the
advanced pedicure is for you. Enjoy the benefits of a
classic pedicure – while addressing any concerns you may
have with your feet, such as ingrown toenails, corns, etc
while we discuss any further foot care needs you may
have.

Ingrown Toenail Brace 
30 min|$60
The B/S Brace System is a NON-Surgical, corrective
procedure that will eliminate pain and help correct the
curvature of the nail.

p a g e  1 2

Pedique- Toenail Correction 
60 min $85 | Pedique & Classic Pedicure 90 min $160
Used for missing, deformed, ingrown or infected toenails. Pedique is a fungus
podiatrist formulated product. This service is ideal for anyone with broken
toenails or very little toenails. Free form gel is used to build nail. This service
includes only nail work not a pedicure. 

Pedique Gel Toes
60 min $85 | Pedique & Classic Pedicure 90 min $160
Beautiful French gel pedicure look that stays up to six weeks. Pedique is a
fungus podiatrist formulated product. This service is ideal for anyone with
broken toenails or very little toenails. Free form gel is used to build nail. This
service includes only nail work not a pedicure. 

#fo
re

ver _ young_yegadvanced feet
care- 

healthy skin begins within
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ADDITIONAL 

ACRYLIC FULL SET from $105 | FILL from $85
GEL SCULPTED  FULL SET from $105 | FILL from $85
FRENCH DESIGN $10
REGULAR POLISH APPLICATION | $25
GEL POLISH ON HANDS |$15 (add on manicure) 
GEL POLISH ON FEET |$20 (add on pedicure)
GEL POLISH | $75 (includes full nail work and removal if needed)
PARAFFIN WAX | $20
HOT STONE | $10
REFLEXOLOGY ON MANICURE/PEDICURE | $30

hand and feet
care- 

#fo
re

ver _ young_yeg

invest in your skin. its going to
represent you for a very time



p r o j e c t  p r o p o s a l
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BODY POLISH
60 minute | $149
Choose an invigorating body polish to eliminate dry skin and to finish off
with a hydrating body lotion. 
 
REFLEXOLOGY  
30 minute $65 | 45 minute $95 | 60 minute $95
By stimulating these reflexes with pressure and manipulation, nerve
function and blood supply may be improved, which may alleviate stress
and other health problems

RELAXATION MASSAGE
30 minute $60 | 45 minute  $70 | 60 minute $90
A medium pressure massage to promote circulation and tension relief. 
*please note we do not have a registered massage therapist and you will
not be able to claim the massage* 

p a g e  1 4

body 
treatments- 

healthy skin is always in
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facial
treatments- 

#fo
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ver _ young_yegVIVIER PHARMA FACIAL 
60 minute | $99
Revitalize dry, dull, aging skin with this Vitamin C enriched hydrating facial. Extractions performed
will remove congestion and debris from the pores. When needed, a retinol enhancing serum will
brighten aging skin. A “cocktail blend” of Vitamins A, C and E will nourish while hyaluronic acid
deeply hydrates. A hydrating mask will be applied and then massaged into the skin to even out skin
tone and reduce any redness. Tighten, lighten and brighten your skin in one treatment.

SKINCEUTICAL CUSTOM MEDICAL FACIAL 
60 minute | $175
Skinceuticals is the #1 U.S. medical skincare brand worldwide. SkinCeuticals’s range of skincare has
proven to be highly efficacious in targeting and improving various skin needs, such as hydration,
firming, brightening, acne, pore congestion and the prevention of pigmentation. SkinCeutical’s facials
are not only great for skin maintenance, but are also designed to complement and enhance the results
of aesthetic treatments. Skinceutical highly-customizable medical facials cleanse, exfoliate, extract,
and hydrate skin using a combination of medical-grade products. Your skincare professional will
work with you to understand your specific skin needs and will recommend a customized medical
facial treatment plan.

.

consistency is key for good skin 
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DERMAPLANING
60 minute $149 | add on service $85
Dermaplaning is a method of exfoliation that consists of using a 10 gauge scalpel to
gently scrape off the top layer of dulling dead skin cells in order to reveal a
smoother, brighter complexion. Dermaplaning removes all the dead skin cells and
also the vellus facial hair, leaving the surface very smooth. Dermaplaning also
allows for greater penetration of skincare products and creates a flawless canvas
for makeup to glide on smoothly

facial
treatments- 
SKINCEUTICALS GEL PEEL
30-45 minute | $150 
These light peels are for damaged skin including
discolouration and acne. Even though these peels are
deeper and more aggressive than other facials,
SkinCeutical’s peels should still leave your skin
renewed and refreshed. While minor flaking can
occur the following day or two, these peels are
formulated for improvements under the surface
rather than damaging and peeling off the surface
layers. They can also be applied to the back for people
with back acne. Each 30 minute treatment contains a
deep cleansing, toning, peel, hand and arm massage,
vitamin application, and sunscreen application.

#fo
re

ve

r_young_yeg  

preventing skin damage is
easier than correcting it 
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SILKPEEL™ DERMALINFUSION
60 min | Sale $175 from $199
SilkPeel™ Dermalinfusion is a cutting edge technology that provides non-
invasive exfoliation and the delivery of revolutionary, skin specific, topical
solutions simultaneously. A diamond encrusted tip abrades the skin exfoliating
damaged skin cells, while a vacuum removes the debris and delivers an
infusion of vitamins, antioxidants and other therapeutic ingredients to the skin.
SilkPeel’s patented technology combines several benefits in a single procedure
to help you achieve more youthful skin in less time and see noticeable
improvements with each and every session. With 4-condition specific solutions
we are able to address skin concerns that are important to you.

facial
treatments- 

#fo
re

ve

r_young_yeg  

Healthy skin
is not an
overnight
process.



HYDRAFACIAL MD™
60 minute | $225   

The award-winning HydraFacial MD™ is an incredible, non-invasive facial
treatment that deep cleanses, exfoliates and extracts impurities from the skin
through Vortex Suction™ technology. The process involves four basic steps to
achieve incredible results. Firstly, the skin is gently cleansed and exfoliated with
signature cleansers and soothing scrubs. This removes any makeup, excess
impurities, and the first layer of dead skin cells. The next step in the HydraFacial
MD™ process is extraction of impurities using the patented Vortex Suction™
technology. This allows for deep cleansing and eliminates any blackheads, spots
and congestion. A mild acid peel is then applied to the refreshed skin, further
exfoliating and brightening the complexion for a more radiant, youthful glow.
Antioxidant serums and hyaluronic acid are then infused into the skin delivering a
bright and smooth complexion, providing both immediate results and long-term
benefits with no downtime or irritation.

p a g e  1 8

facial
treatments- 

#fo
re
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r_young_yeg  

preventing skin damage is
easier than correcting it 
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hydrafacial
specialty
treatments-

Hydraglow
145 minute | $340
Hydra facial with customized booster, led light
therapy and hydrating sheet masque.

HYDRA-X
145 minute | $350
Hydrafacial with wet microdermabrasion,
customized booster, led light therapy and
hydrating sheet masque. 

HYDRASMOOTH
145 minUte | $370
Hydrafacial with dermaplaning, customized
booster, led therapy and hydrating sheet masque. 

pricing upon consultation

#fo
re

ver _ young_yeg

You're never too old to
become younger."
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Hydrafacial-V
60  minute | $199
In the same way, you would pamper your dry, dull skin to a facial or damaged and brittle
nails to a manicure, why not treat your ‘vajayjay’ with the award winning hydrafacial. 
The hydrafacial-v is a custom treatment focusing on the vagina, anal and bum cheeks. This
speciality treatment helps treat ingrown hairs, removes dead skin cells, smooths bumps
around bikini line, prevents acne, helps with hyperpigmentation, all to maintain healthy
and hydrated skin boosting your comfort and confidence too. Best when combined with a
waxing or laser treatment 2 weeks after. 
 

hydrafacial
specialty
treatments-

pricing upon consultation

#fo
re

ver _ young_yeg

You're never too old to
become younger."

ask about adding on 
waxing
laser hair removal



facial
treatments- 

For those patients who choose the signature hydrafacial™, which does not include a booster –
you will still achieve great results. The booster turbocharges hydrafacial™ taking it to the next
level of skin treatment.

ReGen Growth Factor Booster|$70 
Improve the appearance of skin tone, texture, and elasticity. 

DermaBuilder Booster| $70
Age-refining peptide complex that is designed to help smooth the appearance of finelines and
wrinkles and enhance skin elasticity. DermaBuilder works by stimulating skin cells to produce
more fibroblast, collagen, and elastin proteins. These proteins are crucial to skin health, playing a
strong role in how
the skin looks, feels, and behaves.

Britenol™|$65 
is specially formulated to target dark spots and sun damaged areas. It is clinically proven to leave
skin glowing and an even complexion. It contains Alpha-Arbutin derived from bearberry extract to
brighten the appearance of dark spots, it also has Vitamin C with antioxidant properties and
brightness.

#fo
re

ver _ young_yeg
 
What are other add-ons?
In addition to boosters, patients can choose from two additional
extras:

Lymphatic Drainage
This therapeutic massage treatment utilizes light pressure and
long strokes to increase the flow of lymph and reduce bodily
toxins. Adding this to your HydraFacial can help with seasonal
allergies, reduce inflammation, and remove toxic buildup. 
Dermaplaning 30 minute | $85 
Dermaplaning, also known as microplaning, is a method of
exfoliation that uses a blade to remove dead skin cells, peach
fuzz, and hair from your face. 
Celluma 20 minute |$30 
Research has shown that LED light therapy may help smooth skin
texture, improve skin firmness and resilience, increase lymphatic
system activity, restore skin’s natural cellular activity, and reduce the
appearance of fine lines, wrinkles, and superficial
hyperpigmentation.

p a g e  2 1  
the best foundation you can
wear is healthy skin



facial
treatments- 
PRO 4 FACIAL
60 minute $195 | Face And Neck $255 |

Using the combination of our Diamond Microdermabrasion therapy, hot and cold treatment,
ultrasonic therapy, and galvanic treatments we are able to create a relaxing facial that will help
to target the appearance of fine lines, wrinkles and smooth any texture in your skin, while
helping to reduce and mitigate blemishes, and even address the overall firmness of the skin by
stimulating collagen. What sets this facial apart from others is the ability to treat the eye area
with all of the treatments using a special tip allowing us to target tired eyes and stimulate
collagen production. By using the hot treatment first, we are able to open the pores, accelerating
the nutrient absorption helping the products to fully penetrate the epidermis, while
simultaneously stimulating collagen production and cell renewal. Once the other steps of the
facial are performed, we use the cold treatment to help close the pores soothing any skin
irritation and protecting the skin from any potential irritants. By combining these treatments
and therapies into one advanced, medical anti-aging facial we can create immediate results and
leave your skin plump, and rejuvenated. #fo

re
ver_ young_yeg 

CELLUMA LED, LOW-LIGHT THERAPY
FOR WRINKLES AND ACNE
30 minute $99 | add on service 20 min
$30
The energy delivered by the LEDs has
been shown to enhance cellular
metabolism, accelerate the repair and
replenishment of damaged skin cells,
as well as stimulate the production of
collagen — the foundation of healthy,
smooth skin. Research has shown that
LED light therapy may help smooth
skin texture, improve skin firmness
and resilience, increase lymphatic
system activity, restore skin’s natural
cellular activity, and reduce the
appearance of fine lines, wrinkles, and
superficial hyperpigmentation.

p a g e  2 2

taking care of your skin is
more important than
covering it up 
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facial
treatments- 
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believe you can and your half way there

MICRODERMABRASION
60 minute | $130 

Diamond microdermabrasion is a non-surgical procedure that
forces the regeneration of new skin while simultaneously
stimulating production of healthy cells, collagen and elastin;
which leads to the skin tightening and becoming thicker and
firmer. A diamond tip is used to exfoliate the skin’s surface by
creating a gentle vacuum that removes dead surface cells and
helps to loosen and extract blackheads, whiteheads, and other
facial debris. Our clinic has some of the most state-of-the-art
Microdermabrasion systems utilizing diamond-tips to restore
a fresh radiant appearance of your skin. Suitable for all skin
types.

MICRODERMABRASION WITH STEAM AND EXTRACTION
FACIAL 
60 minute | Sale $150 from $165

The deep cleansing facial is for anyone that needs their skin
decongested from the build-up of make-up and dead skin cells.
This facial consists of a double cleanse to remove all dirt, oil
and dead skin. Steam is then applied to help open the pores
and soften the skin which makes extraction a lot easier.
Next microdermabrasion is performed to deeply exfoliate
brighten and refresh dull-looking skin. Milia, blackheads and
blemishes will then be extracted using a sterile pin and
extractor tool. A deep cleansing mask is applied to draw out
congestion and heal and treat acne and blemishes.



facial
treatments- 

MICRODERMABRASION, GEL PEEL AND EXTRACTION FACIAL
60 minute | Sale $185 from $199

Micro with gel peel facial is for clients that will need extra extraction for blackheads, dead skin,
oil build-up, acne, acne scarring and skin that needs more intense exfoliation. This facial
consists of a double cleanse to thoroughly remove make-up, oil and dead skin cells, the skin is
then steamed to soften trapped oil/ Milla trapped under the skin and makes extraction a lot
easier. Microdermabrasion is then performed to remove the top dead layer of skin, exfoliate the
skin and brings bold flow to the cells which instantly brightens the skin and leaves the skin
feeling smooth. Next, a gel peel is used to help exfoliate the skin using a chemical solution
which over the next week will make the skin look clearer, exfoliate scarring and help prevent
further breakouts. Skin will then be extracted which will be a lot easier to get blackheads,
pustules, blemishes and milia out of the skin. A deep cleansing mask will be applied along with
led blue light to help kill bacteria, draw out any impurities still in the skin and help calm the
skin, serums, moisturizer, SPF, eye & lip balm will be applied.

p a g e  2 4
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believe you can and your half way there



facial
treatments- 

FOREVER YOUNG GLO FACIAL- INCLUDING DERMAPLANING, PEEL, & CELLUMA LED 
60 minute | Sale $199 from $230
While dermaplaning and peels are effective apart, they work synergistically together. Dermaplaning
helps to remove the outer layers of the skin including all peach fuzz hair, making the peel more effective.
Since dermaplaning enables the acid solution to reach deeper levels of the dermis, the peel in a
combination treatment is left on the skin for a shorter period of time than it is during a peel alone.
Dermaplaning also removes facial hair allowing for greater penetration of skincare and creates a
flawless canvas for makeup to glide on smoothly. To finish this treatment we have added Celluma LED-
the energy delivered by the LEDs has been shown to enhance cellular metabolism, accelerate the repair
and replenishment of damaged skin cells, as well as stimulate the production of collagen — the
foundation of healthy, smooth skin. Research has shown that LED light therapy may help smooth skin
texture, improve skin firmness and resilience, and reduce the appearance of fine lines, wrinkles, and
superficial hyperpigmentation. By combining these treatments into one advanced medical facial we can
create immediate results leaving the skin smooth and glowing.  

p a g e  2 5
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believe you can and your half way there
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ver _ young_yegWe have 4 Signature Oxygen Facials :
The Rejuvenate
Rejuvenate products contain vitamins and antioxidants that dramatically lift,
tone and hydrate the skin. It treats fine lines and wrinkles, dehydrated skin,
signs of premature ageing.
The Opulence
Combining botanical brighteners and super concentrated Vitamin C to
brighten and balance dull, uneven skin tone, leaving your skin luminous.
Treats pigmentation caused by sun damage and premature ageing.
The Clarity
Treats enlarged or congested pores in problem prone skin, adult and
hormonal blemishes, mature or premature ageing.
The Atoxelene Add-On
Atoxelene natural amino acids instantly firm, lift and plump your skin for a
dramatically reduced appearance of fine lines and wrinkles including the
expression lines around the eyes, lips and forehead, and the nasal folds. Get
the best of both worlds with an add-on to the Rejuvenate, Opulence or Clarity
treatments.

p a g e  2 6

facial
treatments- 

INTRACEUTICAL’S OXYGEN FACIAL
60 minute | $199 

INSTANTLY GLOWING SKIN
The Intraceuticals Oxygen Facial uses hyperbaric
oxygen to promote the delivery of hyaluronic acid
and infuse specialist serums into the skin to
reduce fine lines and wrinkles leaving it instantly
glowing, lifted & visibly refreshed. There are a
range of serums that can be used, each containing
different essential vitamins, botanicals,
antioxidants and amino peptides to meet
different treatment objectives and patient
concerns

believe you can and your half way there



CHEMICAL PEELS 
30 min |Sale $139 from $150 | add to any facial $50 
 
TARGETED TREATMENTS TO REVEAL SMOOTHER,
HEALTHIER SKIN

p a g e  2 7

facial
treatments- 

#fo
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Skinceuticals Office-based chemical peels are essential for
maintaining and restoring skin’s health and appearance.
Performed by a skincare professional, these exfoliating
treatments help resurface the uppermost layer of the skin to
reveal new, healthy skin underneath. Chemical peels are
available in a variety of formulations and concentrations to
target various skin concerns including fine lines and wrinkles,
blemishes, enlarged pores, and uneven skin tone. 

skincare is healthcare

askabout add on treatments 
dermaplaning $85
peel $50 (skinceuticals)
celluma light therapy $30
microdermabrasion $50
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gentleman's
treatments- 

GENTLEMAN'S MICRODERMABRASION WITH STEAM 
60 minute | Sale $150 from $165
Diamond microdermabrasion is a non-surgical procedure that forces the regeneration of new skin
while simultaneously stimulating production of healthy cells, collagen and elastin; which leads to
the skin tightening and becoming thicker and firmer. A diamond tip is used to exfoliate the skin’s
surface by creating a gentle vacuum that removes dead surface cells and helps to loosen and
extract blackheads, whiteheads, and other facial debris. Our clinic has some of the most state-of-
the-art Microdermabrasion systems utilizing diamond-tips to restore a fresh radiant appearance
of your skin.

GENTLEMAN'S BACK FACIAL
60 minute | $125
This treatment is designed to alleviate congested areas on your back, as well as improving the
appearance and tone of the skin. It includes a thorough deep cleansing, steam, exfoliating body
polish, extraction if necessary, relaxing back massage followed by a hydrating mask.

make time for yourself

#fo
re
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gentleman's
treatments- 
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GENTLEMAN'S  PEDICURE 
Classic $75 | Hot Stone $90 | Luxury $95 
An aroma soak, nail shaping, cuticle clean-up, callus removal, foot pumice, exfoliating sugar scrub, to follow a
stimulating and tension relieving foot and leg massage.

GENTLEMAN'S MANICURE 
Classic $60 | Hot Stone $70 | Luxury $75 
Nails will be filled to the shape you desire, followed by cuticle detailing and nail smoothing, to finish we will
perform a tension relieving hand and arm massage.

GENTLEMAN'S RELAXATION MASSAGE 
30 minute $60 | 45 minute $70 | 60 minute $90 | 90 minute $125
Relaxation massage is a smooth, gentle style of massage designed to improve circulation, range of movement
relief minor muscle pain, and promote overall relaxation.

GENTLEMAN'S BROW GROOMING
10 minute | $18
We are known for our brow service, allow one of our specialists to shape and groom your brows to
perfection.

ffilters are great but great skin is better



gentleman's
treatments- GENTLEMAN'S BRAZILIAN WAXING 

Look and feel your best by having unwanted
body hair professionally removed. Wax not
only removes hair but also nourishes the skin,
leaving it soft, smooth and silky. We use only
the best wax that enhances the quality of the
procedure to the fullest.
Male Brazilian waxing is the removal of all or
some of the hair in the genital area. How
much or how little hair you want removed is
completely up to you. You can have a strip of
hair remaining just above the shaft, or you
can opt to have it all removed. You can also
choose to have all of the hair removed from
your scrotum and/or anal area.

p a g e  3 0  
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healthy 
skin begins
 within

Brows
Cheeks
Underarms
Chest
Stomach
Chest & Stomach
Lower Back
Upper Back
Full Back
Shoulder's
Upper Arm
Lower Arm
Full Arm
Lower Leg
Upper Leg
Full Leg
Brazilian & Anal
Buttocks 

$18
$30
$20
$35
$35
$65
$30
$35
$65
$25
$25
$25
$40
$35
$40
$70
$99
$30
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v i e w  p a g e  3 6  f o r  p r i c i n g

skin so good you dont need a filter

Lasers
If you’re looking for results, you’ll want to make an
appointment for a laser treatment. Removing hair,
evening skin tone, and increasing collagen are just
some of the ways lasers can be used to improve a
patient’s skin.

.

laser
hair removal- #fo

re
ver_ young_yeg 

Lasers work by emitting a beam of light that is
absorbed by a specific target in the skin. The light
is absorbed by pigment in the hair follicle to heat it
up and destroy it, so the hair does not grow back. 

.
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princess 
services- 
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PRINCESS MANICURE  
20 minute | $40 add on gel polish $10
All the good stuff from our classic manicure for adults minus the cuticle clean
up (unless necessary). Enjoy a hand soak and nail trim/shape, followed by a
sugar scrub and hot towel service, and the polish of your choice. 

PRINCESS PEDICURE 
30 minute | $50 add on gel polish $10
All the good stuff from our classic pedicure for adults minus the cuticle and
callous clean up (unless necessary). Enjoy a foot soak and nail trim/shape,
followed by a sugar scrub and hot towel service, and the polish of your
choice. Upgrade to gel for a no mess option for only $10  additional.

PRINCESS FACIAL 
30 minute | $50
Pamper your little one with our princess facials that will having them
begging for another spa day. Enjoy a facial cleanse, soft exfoliation, and a
luxurious masque to follow. Finish off with a neck, hand and arm massage.

PRINCESS LOCKS
30 minute | $49
Get her ready for the ball with the
perfect hair style. Choose from a full
head of curls or opt for a royal up-do
topped with a beautiful tiara and
some shimmering sparkles.

PRINCESS MAKEUP  
20 minute | $29
Using our mineral based Glo skin
beauty makeup we will apply blush,
highlighter, a soft powder if desired,
eye shadow and her choice of
lipgloss.

skincare first, makeup second



princess
packages- 
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PRINCESS HANDS AND FEET
45 min | $85
Reward your little one with perfect hands and feet.

PRINCESS STYLE
75 min | $135
Pamper your little one with a princess facial and to finish with perfect hands
and feet.

PRINCESS CELEBRATION
75 min | $184
Treat your little princess to the ultimate princess makeover from head to toe
with a glowing facial, manicure & pedicure, and to  finish with the perfect
bouncy curls.

#fo
re

ver _ young_yeg

your skin is an investment, not an expense



tween
services- 
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TWEEN MANICURE 
30 min | $45 add gel colour $10 
Designed for our young clients who’s ready to experience their first
grooming. This treatment includes filing, shaping, a light buffing of the nail,
massage, and to finish your nails will be polished to perfection.
Guest must be age 12 and under.

TWEEN PEDICURE 
45 min | $65 add gel colour $10 
Designed for our young clients who’s ready to experience their first
grooming. This treatment includes filing, shaping, a light buffing of the nail,
massage, and to finish your nails will be polished to perfection.
Guest must be age 12 and under

TWEEN FACIAL 
45 min | $85 
 Enjoy a facial cleanse, soft exfoliation, and a luxurious masque to follow.
Finish off with a neck, hand and arm massage.
Guest must be age 12 and under

#fo
re
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your skin is an investment, not an expense



p r o j e c t  p r o p o s a l

Sit back and relax with a glass of wine in our beautiful custom pedicure chairs and let us
pamper you. With our gorgeous space and beautiful open concept you can unwind after a
long day of work, or join a friend for some self care. Trendy, soft music, adds to the overall
ambiance, paired with our skilled service providers and attention to detail. Our top priority is
to cater to our clients and ensure you will leave feeling like you got the “me time” you
deserved. We have a wide range of services that can be tailored to your needs and budget.
Services from hands and feet care, skin treatments, injectables, hair services just to list a few.
Pair any of our treatments or services with a glass of wine to create the ultimate me time.

p a g e  3 5

special 
events- 

skincare is a journey, enjoy the process 
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We encourage you to look through our service menu before deciding what services to choose for your
event. We have many great options but we have listed some of our past clients favourites below for your

viewing.

hands and feet care
classic manicure/pedicure $60/$75 |hot stone manicure/pedicure $70/$90 | luxury manicure/pedicure

$75/$95 | acrylic/gel nails $95 

hair care
hair treatment & blo out from $65 | haircut & blo out from $85

 
facial care

vivier facial $99 | hydrafacial $225 | microdermabrasion $130|microdermabrasion with steam $150 |
microdermabrasion with gel peel and extractions $185 |massage 30/45/90 $60/$70/$90 |

intraceuticals $199| dermaplaning $149  

#fo
re

ver _ young_yegspecial 
events- 

love the skin you are in
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At Forever Young Laser Skin Rejuvenation, we take a comprehensive and integrative
approach to anti-aging that not only helps you look youthful and vibrant, but also sets you on

a path toward healthy living. By incorporating this balanced approach to our aesthetic
services and anti-aging treatments, we can help you achieve stunning, long lasting results

that help you look and feel your absolute best.

 

 

#fo
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laser and skin
rejuvenation
treatments

wear sunscreen every.single.day
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laser
hair removal- b o o k  a  c o n s u l t a t i o n

During the treatment pulses of laser energy is
delivered to the area being treated which disables the
follicle and prevents it from producing hair again.
Over the course of several sessions, we target the hair
follicles when they are in their "active" growth phase
preventing them from coming back. Lasers work by
emitting a beam of light that is absorbed by a specific
target in the skin. The light is absorbed by pigment in
the hair follicle to heat it up and destroy it, so the hair
does not grow back. 

.
“A girl should be two things: classy and fabulous.”

#fo
re

ver _ young_yeg
Our technology- Why Elite iQ instead of other hair removal options?
Cynosure Elite iQ™
Elite iQ™ reads your skin before removing a single hair. Designed with the
smartest, most advanced technology in laser hair removal. For more accurate
and more effective results than ever before.

Elite iQ uses Skintel® technology. The only FDA cleared melanin reader, it
adjusts to your exact skin type, finding the perfect setting for every skin tone –
from dark to fair to tanned, and every hair texture – from fine to coarse to
thick.

The World's First Alexandrite-ND: YAG System Now Upgraded with Skintel®,
The Industry's Only Melanin Reader™ For More Customized Laser Hair
Removal Treatments For All Skin Types

Beyond permanent hair reduction, Elite iQ effectively treats a wide variety of
common skin concerns including facial wrinkles, sun damage, skin
pigmentation and psoriasis.
.
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laser
hair removal-

b o o k  a  c o n s u l t a t i o n

“A girl should be two things: classy and fabulous.”

FACE AREA
Upper Lip   
Chin
Sides of Face
Cheeks
Upper Lip & Chin
Full Face
Front Neck
Full Face & Neck
Hair Line
Ears

LOWER BODY
Under Arms 
Chest 
Stomach
Lower Back
Upper Back
Full Back
Shoulders

Upper Arm
Lower Arm
Full Arm
Lower Leg
Upper Leg
Full Leg
Bikini Line
Extended Bikini
Brazilian & Anal
Male Brazilian 
Buttocks
Anal
Feet/Hands
Areola 
Navel 

.

$65  
$119
$119
$125
$139 
$175
$149 
$299 
$149
$119

 
$139
$299 
$299 
$299
$299 
$399 
$249  

 
$249 
$199 
$349
$349 
$349 
$549 
$175 
$225 
$275 
$299
$175
$149
$99
$139 
$99 

.

Laser Hair Packages

10% off Series of 3 

15% off Series of 6 

#fo
re

ver _ young_yegseries 3 $175.50/6 $331.50 
series 3 $321.30/6 $606.90
series 3 $321.30/6 $606.90
series 3 $337.50/6 $637.50
series 3 $375.30/6 $708.90
series 3 $472.50/6 $892.50
series 3 $402.30/6 $759.90
series 3 $807.30/6 $1524.90
series 3 $402.30/6 $759.90
series 3 $321.30/6 $606.90
 

series 3 $375.30/6 $708.90
series 3 $807.30/6 $1524.90
series 3 $807.30/6 $1524.90
series 3 $807.30/6 $1524.90
series 3 $807.30/6 $1524.90
series 3 $1077.30/6 $2034.90
series 3 $672.30/6 $1269.90

series 3 $672.30/6 $1269.90
series 3 $537.30/6 $1014.90
series 3 $942.30/6 $1779.90
series 3 $942.30/6 $1779.90
series 3 $942.30/6 $1779.90
series 3 $1482.30/6 $2799.90
series 3 $472.50/6 $892.50
series 3 $607.50/6 $1147.50
series 3 $742.50/6 $1402.50 
series 3 $807.30/6 $1524.90
series 3 $472.50/6 $892.50
series 3 $402.30/6 $759.90
series 3 $267.30/6 $504.90
series 3 $375.30/6 $708.90
series 3 $267.30/6 $504.90

.
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Because of your smile, you make life more beautiful. 

laser and skin rejuvenation
treatments-
CHEMICAL PEEL-IMAGE SKIN
30 minute $175-$250 | series of 3 $450/$675 | body area upon consultation 
Chemical peels are used to resurface the outer layers of the skin and correct
skin imperfections such as acne, wrinkles, and pigmentation. A unique blend
of acids gently and effectively remove the dead surface layers of the skin
resulting in tighter, smoother, brighter looking complexion.

COSMELAN® PEEL
15 minute $1475 | includes home care and 3 celluma led light therapy
Cosmelan® is the world’s leading hyperpigmentation treatment, with over 1
million delivered to date. Professional and intensive, Cosmelan® is designed
to eliminate or reduce dark spots of melanic origin on skin, while unifying
the skin tone and enhancing skin luminosity. Cosmelan is perhaps the most
powerful skin lightening therapy available when compared to other
depigmentation treatments currently possible on the market. The
Cosmelan® depigmentation peel is a unique, multi-ingredient chemical
procedure designed to significantly reduce up to 95% reduction of
hyperpigmentation and skin discolouration.

CLEAR AND BRILLIANT LASER®
90 minute $400/series of 3 $1050 | add neck $150
Clear & Brilliant® laser is gentle, yet incredibly effective, and
refreshes your skin from the inside out. The laser works by
creating microscopic treatment zones in the upper layers of the
skin, replacing damaged skin with healthy tissue, for smoother
more radiant looking skin. 

THE ORIGINAL is optimized to improve your skin’s texture and
tone for overall resurfacing to help prevent and minimize the
early signs of aging, including uneven skin texture and pore size,
while improving the look of fine lines and discolouration.

THE PERMÉA offers visible enhancements in tone and radiance
and increases skin permeability for brighter, more even skin tone
with improved firmness and elasticity. This treatment integrates
the elements of your skincare regimen to create comprehensive
results.

p a g e  4 0  

b o o k  a  c o n s u l t a t i o n
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MICROLASERPEEL®
Full Face |90 minute  
10-15  micron $350/series of 3 $900  
20-25 micron $425 /series of 3 $1125
30 micron $475/series of 3 $1275  | Eyes/oral area $300

The MicroLaserPeel’s beam is scanned over a treatment area to remove a very thin
layer of the skin. Removing the top layer eliminates some of the damaged cells that can
give skin a tired, aged look. As the skin heals, fresh cells grow and resurface the treated
area. The result is healthier-looking skin, often with reduced wrinkles and improved
color evenness. 

MICRONEEDLING
90 minute $370 |series of 3 $1050 body price upon consultation 

The InnoPen is a new state of the art microneedling device that induces collagen and
elastin production which decreases wrinkles, fine lines, darkspots, stretch marks and
acne scars. Microneedling results can include improved texture and firmness, as well
as a reduction in scars, pore size, and stretch marks.

laser and skin 
rejuvenation treatments-

b o o k  a  c o n s u l t a t i o n

“Through simplicity comes great beauty.” 

#fo
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“Be good to your skin. You'll wear it every day for the rest of your life.

VASCULAR LASER TREATMENT
30 minute | price upon consultation 

Vein treatments use advanced laser technology to target and destroy the
blood vessels responsible for veins, causing them to visibly disappear.
Since the laser targets the blood vessels within the vein, there is minimal
or no damage to the outer layer of skin.

b o o k  a  c o n s u l t a t i o n

laser and skin 
rejuvenation treatments-

#fo
re

ver _ young_yeg

laser and skin
rejuvenation
treatments

SKIN REVITALIZATION TREATMENT
60 min | $399

Elite iQ’s advanced technology helps people feel good about themselves
again. Treatments help reduce the signs of aging and the damage caused
by time and sun exposure.

The building blocks of smooth, youthful skin are high-quality elastin and
collagen. With laser skin revitalization, the light pulses that penetrate the
skin’s underlying layers treat its support structure. The body’s natural
healing process then rebuilds the tissue with a firmer, more even texture.

Revealing clearer, more beautiful-looking skin.

.
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“The happier you are the more beautiful you become."

laser and skin
rejuvenation
treatments

BROADBAND LIGHT (BBL)®
30 minute 
Face $425/series of 3 $1200 |Neck $300/series of 3 $750 | 
Decollete $300/series of 3 $750
BroadBand Light (BBL)® is the world’s most powerful IPL device on the
market. It sets new standards in treating skin conditions associated with
aging, active life styles, and sun damage. BBL is available as a stand-alone
compact system, and as part of Sciton’s JOULE™ platform.

FOREVER CLEAR® BBL ACNE TREATMENT
30 minute $375 | series of 3 $1050
Forever Clear® is a 3 step treatment that utilizes broadband light and
infrared light to target inflammatory acne, cystic acne, and post-
inflammatory hyper-pigmentation. The three steps reduce bacteria, oil,
inflammation, and post-inflammatory hyper-pigmentation. The Forever
Clear® acne treatment targets and speeds the healing of existing
breakouts and prevents breakouts.

FOREVER YOUNG BROADBAND LIGHT (BBL)®
60  minute
Face $550/series of 3 $1500 |Neck $350/series of 3 $900 | 
Decollete $350/series of 3 $900
 
The Forever Young® BBL utilizes various wavelengths of light that target
and denature damaged cells in the skin, stimulating our body’s natural
healing process. When this occurs, pigmented damage such as sunspots
and freckles get pushed to the surface of the skin and naturally flake off.
The light also treats unsightly broken capillaries and diffused redness in
the skin. The end result is a more even and bright skin tone. Another
benefit of the Forever Young® BBL Photo-Facial is the stimulation of
collagen production that leads to thickening of the skin, leaving you with
youthful, rejuvenated, healthy skin. Forever Young BBL clients have seen
great results on the face, neck, chest, hands, arms and other body parts.

.

laser and skin 
rejuvenation treatments-

package 
pricing 

available 

b o o k  a  c o n s u l t a t i o n

https://sciton.com/joule/
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HALO™ LASER 
120 minute 
Face $1399/series of 2 $2500 |Face, Neck, Decollete $2399 

Sciton HALO™ laser is a special type of fractional hybrid laser that
combines ablative and non-ablative resurfacing into one treatment. This
type of treatment allows for a great improvement in skin tone, surface
texture, redness and pigmentation. It is an excellent mild laser resurfacing
in its own right and also an excellent maintenance treatment for those
who have had aggressive laser resurfacing. The non-ablative component
of the laser penetrates into the dermis (deeper layer of the skin) and
removes pigmentation and coagulates blood vessels that cause redness-
reducing overall brown and red discolouration in skin tone. It also
stimulates new collagen production as the coagulated dermal tissue is
replaced. This improves skin thickness and density, tightens the skin and
contracts pores. The ablative component of Sciton HALO™ fractionally
resurfaces the epidermis (outer layer) for improvement in overall skin
quality. Laser treatment of this type also results in a reduction of
abnormal cell types in the skin that can go on to form dangerous skin
lesions. 

laser and skin 
rejuvenation treatments-

b o o k  a  c o n s u l t a t i o n

“Skin is a beautiful
thing – wear it well

laser and skin
rejuvenation
treatments

SKINTYTE™ SKIN TIGHTENING 
30 minute | $375
SkinTyte™ laser treatment is a great non-surgical option for
tightening the skin around the face and neck. SkinTyte™
utilizes advanced infrared technology to deeply heat
dermal collagen while continuously protecting the treated
epidermis with sapphire contact cooling for maximum
safety and comfort. During treatment, the energy is
delivered in rapid, gentle pulses to promote contraction
and partial coagulation of collagen, initiating the body’s
natural healing process. Following the treatment, a new
foundation of collagen is created to increase skin firmness
and reduce the look of aging skin. 

package 
pricing 

available 
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b o o k  a  c o n s u l t a t i o n

“Be your own kind of beautiful.”

THERMAGE™  SKIN TIGHTENING
90 minute 
Face $2500 | Eyes $1800 | Neck $2199 | Face & Eyes Sale $3500 
Tighten and contour with Thermage™  – no surgery, no needles, no downtime.

Thermage™  skin tightening treatments use radiofrequency technology to heat the deep,
collagen-rich layers of your skin. This heat helps to remodel your existing collagen and
encourages new collagen growth, a process called neocollagenesis. It is this new collagen that
makes the skin appear firmer, tighter and improves the overall texture of the skin. 

Thermage™ first pioneered the non-invasive treatment of wrinkles using radio-frequency
energy over ten years ago, and to date physicians in over 2500 practices and 80 countries have
treated patients. That’s more than 1 million treatments for women and men of all ethnicities,
each with their own reasons for wanting to look and feel younger.

p r o j e c t  p r o p o s a llaser and skin 
rejuvenation treatments- #fo

re
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ask about adding on 

hands
neck
decollete˜
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laser and skin 
rejuvenation treatments-

b o o k  a  c o n s u l t a t i o n

protect your skin 

BEAUTY BOOSTER MICRO-NEEDLING WITH REDENSITY 1®

90 minute 
Face $625|Face & Neck $725
With two powerful technologies combined, the Beauty Booster Treatment provides the benefits
of microneedling and the exclusive formula of Redensity . The Beauty Booster Treatment
blankets the skin with essential nutrients to restore hydration, smooth fine lines and increase
collagen production.
 The injection of this unique product formulation into the dermis stimulates growth factors
while providing hydration and nourishing components directly into the upper layer of the
skin. The Vital Injector 2 technology also triggers fibroblasts; encouraging the production of
new collagen and elastin in the skin. By coupling a needling treatment with small deposits of
TEOSYAL® PureSense Redensity [I] you have the advantage of two treatments in one. The
Dermo-Restructuring injectable helps to compensate for the natural loss of Hyaluronic Acid
(HA) in the skin, particularly in the face and neck area and also assists in stimulating the
production of collagen.*

#fo
re
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ask about adding on 

hands
neck
decollete˜
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laser and skin 
rejuvenation treatments-

b o o k  a  c o n s u l t a t i o n

give your skin a little love

THE WORLDPRP ™' TREATMENT 

90 minute 
Face $675|Face & Neck $775

The WorldPRP™'s is combined with microneedling therapy (or collagen induction therapy)
which causes micro-injuries in the skin to stimulate new collagen and elastin, the power duo of
microneedling and PRP can improve skin texture and tone, minimize the appearance of pores,
smooth wrinkles and fine lines and minimize the appearance of hyperpigmentation and
scarring. 
Platelet-rich plasma, commonly referred to as liquid gold or PRP, can be used to enhance cellular
rejuvenation. Platelets are the cells in the blood that help tissue to heal and grow new cells. The
PRP, injected into specific areas of the skin, acts as a matrix that promotes your own collagen to
grow, regenerates tissue, and thus acts as to naturally smooth and tighten the skin. In this way,
PRP softens wrinkles and creates smoother skin texture and tone.
 

#fo
re

ver _ young_yeghelp prevent
the signs of
ageing˜
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combination 
treatments-

b o o k  a  c o n s u l t a t i o n

“Your skin is 90% of your selfie

HEALTHY SKIN TREATMENT 
120 minute 
Face $1799|Face, Neck, Decollete $3289 

If you’re a patient with extreme discoloration and hyperpigmentation, there really is no
better combo treatment than BBL® and HALO™. BBL® alone is already known for
effectively treating and removing unwanted pigment by targeting it and causing it to rise to
your skin’s surface, where it naturally exfoliates off in the days following the treatment. But
when you follow the treatment up with HALO™, it speeds up BBL’s purging process. HALO™
helps to create direct pathways for pigmentation to release from the surrounding epidermis.  

The other added benefit of combining the two is if you’re not just looking to target
hyperpigmentation, but stimulate collagen production, for tightening and toning and
reduction of fine lines and wrinkles. This is where HALO™ really shines – quite literally as
there is something known as the “HALO™ glow” to which patients refer. So when you
combine it with the tone-evening properties of BBL®, your skin actually reflects light better,
giving the appearance of skin that glows from the inside out.

#fo
re
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ask about adding on 

hands
neck
decollete˜

https://halobysciton.com/the-halo-glow/
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combination 
treatments-

b o o k  a  c o n s u l t a t i o n

“We all want that natural healthy glow!

LASER FACIAL 
120 minute |Face $749

Our laser facial is the perfect harmony for skin rejuvenation. MicroLaserPeel® removes a very thin
layer of skin and BBL® utilizes various wavelengths of light that target and denature damaged cells in
the skin, stimulating our body’s natural healing process. When this occurs, pigmented damage such as
sunspots and freckles get pushed to the surface of the skin and naturally flake off. The light also treats
unsightly broken capillaries and diffused redness in the skin. The end result is a more even and bright
skin tone. Another benefit of the Forever Young BBL® Photo-Facial is the stimulation of collagen
production that leads to thickening of the skin, leaving you with youthful, rejuvenated, healthy skin.
Forever Young BBL® clients have seen great results on the face, neck, chest, hands, arms and other body
parts.as the skin heals, fresh cells grow and resurface the treated area. The result is healthier-looking
skin, often with reduced wrinkles and improved colour evenness. It provides superior results because it
can be administered with great precision of depth. A laser facial combining MicoLaserPeel® and BBL®
can be performed as a single treatment or a series of treatments.
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combination 
treatments-

b o o k  a  c o n s u l t a t i o n

“Skincare is an important part of self care.

THERMAGLOW
120 minute | Face $3498
 
ThermaGlow is one our most powerful combination laser treatments that works to create smoother,
younger-looking skin. It is our elite rejuvenation treatment that combines two of Forever Youngs’ most
popular and result driven laser treatments, Thermage Skin Tightening with HALO™  to create the best
results. Thermage works to improve skin firmness and tightness, resulting in a more youthful and fresh
appearance. 

Our HALO™, the world’s first Hybrid Fractional Laser (HFL), has revolutionized resurfacing. HALO™
delivers non-ablative and ablative wavelengths to the same microscopic treatment zone, giving patients
results they love without the discomfort or downtime they expect. HALO™  combines deep dermal
rejuvenation with epidermal renewal for a combined synergistic effect you can’t get with any other
treatment. HALO™  creates beautiful results without the downtime of more aggressive treatments.
HALO™  precisely targets years of damage to your skin, including: discolouration, sun damage, visible
signs of aging, uneven skin tone, enlarged pores, poor texture and more.

#fo
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neck
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combination 
treatments-

b o o k  a  c o n s u l t a t i o n

RESURFACE+REHYDRATE
120 minute | Face $575
RESURFACE+REHYDRATE
This results driven treatment provides the best of both worlds. Beginning with the
hydrafacial treatment to prep the skin from outside in. The hydrafacial will prepare
the skin by removing dead skin cells and extracting the pores. Microneedling will
tighten the pores and resurface any acne scarring  and texture from the inside out.
The combination of these two world renowned treatments will reduce the chance of
acne breakouts post microneedling and aid in reducing dryness.  The topical
antioxidant solution will penetrate deeper into the skin allowing further
rejuvenation of the skin for a beautiful result. Cleanse, peel, extract, resurface, and
hydrate. This treatment is appropriate for most skin types and condition.  

“Happiness is a habit. So is your skincare.
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ask about adding on 

hands
neck
decollete˜



injectables- 
As you age, your face begins to lose volume due to a natural combination of ageing, genetics, and gravity. If you’re
concerned about ageing skin, sunken temples or cheeks, slack jawlines, fine lips, and hollowed eyes, dermal fillers can
help you turn back the clock. By restoring that youthful, plump appearance, dermal fillers offer natural results, so you
can look the age you feel. Today’s practices have given us highly advanced dermal filler products and techniques to
prevent or restore lost volume, and minimize the telltale signs of aging. 

BOTOX/DYSPORT
15 minute | $10 unit 
Neuromodulators are muscle relaxants made from a natural protein. A very small needle is used to skillfully
inject this protein, relaxing the tiny facial muscles that cause facial wrinkles. Neuromodulator treatments are
especially helpful in reducing the appearance of frown lines, horizontal lines that cross the forehead,
downturned lines around the mouth, and crow’s feet around the eyes.

DERMAL FILLERS
45 minute | $675 per vial  
The results with dermal fillers 1 instantaneous and long-lasting (three months to two years). We often use dermal fillers
in combination with neuromodulators to achieve the best results since they each have different strengths. Offering
Juvederm®, Restylane®, and Revanesse dermal fillers, our injector will recommend the filler best suited to your skin
and risk tolerance.
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less is more, consistency is key
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b o o k  a  c o n s u l t a t i o n
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BELKYRA™
30 minute | $600 per vial  
BELKYRA™ is an injectable drug that can redefine the
jawline by reducing and potentially eliminating,
under the chin (submental) fat. Elimination of your
double chin is a very appealing non-invasive
alternative to surgery and the time needed for
recovery.
BELKYRA™ consists of a synthetic form of
deoxycholic acid which is a naturally occurring
substance in our bodies. When injected into a
targeted area, it destroys at cell membranes, allowing
the fat inside to be released and naturally eliminated
from the body. After treatment, the area will no
longer accumulate or store fat.

b o o k  a  c o n s u l t a t i o ninjectables- 

skincare is a journey 
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our
brands- 

SKINCEUTICALS
SkinCeuticals — The Best in Advanced Skincare Backed by Science 
Founded in 1994, SkinCeuticals’ mission is to improve skin health using high potency
formulas that optimally penetrate the skin. This incredible line of skincare products prevents
future damage by protecting the skin from harmful elements and corrects existing conditions
with formulas that have been proven by science. 

VIVIER PHARMA
Vivier Pharma — Our promise "The Beauty of Results" 
Vivier Pharma are physician grade medical products that incorporate the best anti-aging
ingredients for skin tone, texture, and noticeably reduce fine lines and wrinkles, giving you a
healthier, more radiant-looking skin. 

IMAGE 
IMAGE — Illuminating technologies to further its mission of helping the world to Age Later™
IMAGE Skincare is a clinical skincare brand powered by proven ingredients and smart
botanicals. We’ve pioneered clean clinical skincare™, with naturally effective, mindful
formulas that deliver real results.
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Your skin is your best accessory. Take good care of it
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our
brands- 
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COLOURESCIENCE®
Colorescience® —  Know better skin with  Colorescience®
Colorescience® mineral sunscreens deliver non-chemical sunscreen protection with added
defense from environmental stressors. Our award-winning mineral powder sunscreen
formulas make sun protection easy to apply and reapply throughout the day.

ELTAMD
EltaMD — #1 DERMATOLOGIST recommended professional sunscreen brand in Canada
EltaMD offers a line of superior tinted sun protection formulas, designed with maximum
efficacy in mind. Their broad-spectrum sunscreen formulas are designed for all skin types.
 
SKINBETTER SCIENCE
The SkinBetter Science® scientific approach represents a revolutionary change in the
skincare market, establishing a new standard in professional skincare.
SkinBetter Science® products are purposefully researched, formulated, and packaged to
produce real-life results in a straight-forward, uncomplicated way.
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aging is a fact of life, looking your age is not
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GLO MINERALS
Glo Minerals — Believing makeup is an extension of a good skin care regimen
Glo Skin Beauty offers advanced, clean skin care formulas and mineral makeup products that
not only perfect skin, but improve it as well. Formulated with effective, active ingredients and
nourishing minerals, Glo Skin Beauty products work synergistically to transform skin,
helping you achieve a flawless complexion.

ADOREYES®
ADOREYES Plus Lashes enhancing serum features a high-performance Triple Peptide
Complex technology to revitalize, thicken and strengthen eyelashes from the root to the tip.
The Vitamin and Hydro Complex with Biotin, Niacinamide, and Panthenol moisturizes lashes
to make them look lush and beautiful while offering significant results without harmful
ingredients. 

NCLA Beauty
NCLA— Award winning, celebrity favorite, 100% vegan and cruelty-free beauty products.
NCLA Beauty debuted in 2010 with a small collection of products that developed into an
award-winning, cult favorite beauty line of lip care, nail care, and body scrubs. 
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our
brands- 

no one is you and that isyour power 



our
brands- 
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ORIBE
Oribe — These are the products of hair-obsessed.
Built upon a creative heritage of fashion, hairstyling and artistry, this high-end collection features
exclusive, artisanal blends of the finest formulations for glamorous globetrotters and the hair-obsessed.

DAVINES
Davines —  Sustainable beauty for your hair.
Ethical, sustainable and incredibly high-performing Davines formulates mane-changing hair care
products for all hair types.

BIOTOP PROFESSIONAL
Biotop Professional — Is simply indispensable.
Dedicated to developing effective, high-quality, results-driven products that bring together wellness-
promoting botanicals and the very best in modern hair science.

K18PEPTIDE™
K18Peptide™ — Backed by science, loved by stylists.
K18Peptide™ is the patented molecular breakthrough clinically proven to reverse hairdamage from:
bleach + color, chemical services, and heat in just 4 minutes. 
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self care starts with skincare 



our
brands- 
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milk_shake® — Enhance the hair’s natural beauty.
milk_shake® is a salon professional hair care brand, offering a complete range of quality
products to enhance and maintain the natural beauty of hair.

OLIVIA GARDEN
Olivia Garden —  Makes the best brushes in the market.
Olivia Garden enjoys a position as market leader & has earned over 55 patents making its
hair brushes widely popular with hairdressers in more than 102 countries. Olivia Garden
tools are also used backstage at New York Fashion Week as well as often spotted on TV shows,
on movie sets & used by celebrity stylists worldwide. 

CELLUMA
Celluma— Unique and quite unlike any other low-level light therapy device available today
Based on NASA research, most Celluma devices deliver blue, red and near-infrared light
energy to safely address a wide variety of conditions, including acne, wrinkles and pain. Each
wavelength is absorbed by different molecules that act as a signaling mechanism for
different cellular processes.
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protect your skin
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CANCELLATION POLICY
We value your business and ask that you notify us 24 hours in advance of any cancellation.
This will allow us to inform stand by guests of any availability, as well as optimize our team

member schedule.  
Cancellations must be completed within 24 hours of your scheduled appointment time.

Failure to cancel your appointment, same day cancellation, cancellation within 24 hours of
your service will subject to a cancelation fee of 50% of the services booked.

We will gladly exchange or provide store credit on unopened/unused products within 14
days of purchase. Sorry, no cash/credit/debit refunds. 
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WHITES
Pinot  Grigio  
Sauvignon Blanc
Moscato  
REDS
Malbec  
Cabernet  Sauvignon
BUBBLES & ROSE
Blush
Prosecco 
Mimosa,  O. J ,  Prosecco
WINE BY THE BOTTLE  
Chardonnay 
Cabernet  Sauvignon 
Champagne 

Sangria ,  9oz
Sel tzers  355ml
Beer ,  Imported 
Special i ty  Seasonal  Cocktai l  
Expresso  Mart ini  (1oz  grey goose ,  2oz  expresso ,  1oz
kahlua,  sugar  free  syrup)
Bai leys  Coffee
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Non-Alcohol ic  Mimosa 
(O. J ,  g inger  a le)
Sparkl ing Water/
Orange Juice  

 
 

 6oz  /  9oz  
$11/$14.5
$11/$14.5
$11/$14.5

$11/$14.5
$11/$14.5

$12
$12
$12

$100
$100
$100

$9
$7
$9
$14
$14

$5

 
cheese  & nuts
hummus & chips
celebrat ion cookies

 
 

$8

$5
$5

 
 
$5
$6
$3
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tea
coffee
expresso
cappuccino
lat te  macchiato
hot  chocolate  
granola  bar/  dip  bar

SNACKS

COMPLIMENTS OF 
FOREVER YOUNG

DRINK
MENU 

NON-ALCOHOLIC



gift cards 
THE GIFT OF BEAUTY

Forever Young gift cards are a great way to express
your love and gratitude for that special someone in
your life. We offer gift cards for a dollar amount or

specific service amounts. Gift cards can be purchased in
store or online from our website. Gift cards are non-

refundable.
 

Forever Young
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book online 

at your convenience 

foreveryoungedmonton.com 
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HOURS OF OPERATION
Monday-Friday: 10am-  8pm
Saturday:               10am- 7pm
Sunday:                  11am- 7pm 
Holidays:                by appointment
 

Unit 5564-5540 Windermere Blvd
Edmonton, AB | T6W 2Z8 |780-758-7727
www.foreveryoungedmonton.com
follow us on instagram #forever_young_yeg
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Please note prices to change without notice*
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